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• EU Soil Health mission

• Mission-oriented innovation policy

• Smart Specialisation

→ Regional sub-missions, from a smart specialisation logic

Content
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EU Soil Health mission

Inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes Impact

Higher 
uptake of soil 

health 
practices

Widespread 
access to 
relevant 
proven 

practices

Altered 
playing field 
for adopting 

practices

User-driven 
experimentation

More knowledge 
on practices for 
different soils

Support for
Living Lab 

funding / mgmt

R&D calls on 
indicator 

development

R&D calls: citizen 
science, business 
model, education

Harmonized 
indicators

Implementation 
of Soil health law

Adaptation of 
reward schemes

Horizon Europe 
budget for 
missions

Time / capacity of 
Mission 

Secretariat

Mission mgmt 
and promotion 

(events, 
engagement)

Other EU 
bodies (DG 
ENV; JRC)

Two observations from review:
- R&D-based, but much bigger ambitions
- Problems with national/regional uptake

Janssen & Schiele (2023) – Review of EU Missions: Soil Health
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• Societal
• Ambitious
• Measurable
• Timebound

Mission-oriented innovation policy
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Missions at the interface as different policy traditions

Degree of demand pull

R&D policy

Basic research policy

Challenge-led 
R&D policy

Transformative 
innovation 

policy
Systemic 
industrial 

policy

Regular policies in a 
societal domain

Attention for 
innovation 

diffusion

Mission-
oriented 

innovation 
policies

Transformative 
missions

Mission-oriented 
industrial policy

Mission-oriented 
research policy

Janssen Wesseling Torrens Weber Penna & Klerkx (2023) – 
Missions as boundary objects for transformative change
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Mission-oriented innovation policy: variety

• Accelerator vs. Transformer missions; Economic vs. Societal

• Directionality-based (Closed) vs. Directionality-searching (Open)

Problem-based
governance

Innovation
governance

Government
Markets & 

Society

MISSIONS
Goals  / frames, 
Actors, Networks,
Institutions, Paths

Socio-economic system
(in a social domain)

Innovation system

Change dynamics
(mobilizing, alligning, …)

Janssen, Torrens, Wesseling, & Wanzenböck, (2021) -
The promises and premises of mission-oriented innovation policy
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Smart specialization: variety

• Narrow: Selecting priority areas for R&D

• Broad: Finding diversification routes, based on local assets.

Self-discovery; experimentation (Rodrik; Sabel & Zeitlin).

• Perhaps based on key enabling technologies (Foray et al.)

• Always based on building governance capacity (see JRC)
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Reconciling missions + smart specialisation

• Narrow: Selecting societal priority areas for R&D

• Broad: Missions as an approach/process for discovery and 

coordination/convergence + capacity building

• Meta-governance, network-governance (Uyarra, 2024)

• ‘Living lab’ an ‘Lighthouse’ notions allow for this!
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Reconciling missions + smart specialisation

Uyarra, Wanzenböck & Flanagan (2024) – 
The spatial and scalar implications of missions
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Larrue (OECD, 2021)

Regional smart specialized submissions

• Which problems and solutions are most clearly manifested? 

Less contestation, because fewer options. Create lead-market.

• Adding value in application / integration phase, even if some 

solutions come from elsewhere ( Jeannerat & Crevoisier, 2022). 

Create experimentation space, draw in external knowledge. 

• Cross-specialisation (Janssen & Frenken, 2020): 

Missions as interface to unite different local strengths. 
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Mission A
- Technology
- Economy
- Rules
- Culture

Mission A
- Technology
- Economy
- Rules
- Culture

Mission A
- Technology
- Economy
- Rules
- Culture

Missions as a unifying goal/strategy
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Sector a Sector b

Interface 

type

Technology Theme 

(challenge)

Cross-

specialisation

Janssen & Frenken (2019) - Cross-specialization policy: 
rationales and options for linking unrelated industries

Missions as a unifying goal/strategy
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Larrue (OECD, 2021)

Conclusions

There are many different ways to think about missions and MIP: 

why to consider it, how to deploy it, who to involve, etc.

MIPs are inherently place-specific, and offer opportunities for 

aligning local capacities in order to address local/global problems. 

Ambiguity can paralyze (further), instead of spur action! 

Be proactive. If bold leadership is difficult, at least start the 

discovery process. → See e.g. ‘Collective Platforms’ Extremadura
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For more info, see: 
Mission-oriented Innovation policy observatory (MIPO)

https://mipo.sites.uu.nl/ 

https://mipo.sites.uu.nl/
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